Monitoring beyond source code production to include design artifacts
Record which developer is manipulating what artifacts, while doing
so, communicates with which other developers
Filtering and correlating individual observed actions
Actions tie together engineers, artifacts, activity, and tool
Merging fragments into a low-level connected network of actions
Extracting meaningful information from low-level actions
Focusing on structural topologies among engineers (e.g.,
distinguishing between a Shared-Artifact collaboration pattern and a
Master/Worker pattern)
Focusing on artifact dependencies (e.g., heuristics establish artifact
relations based on consistency constraints and co-editing)
Focusing on temporal dependencies among activities (e.g.,
determine activity ordering and alternatives based on multiple
observed action sequences)
Determining most suitable developers, necessary engineers given
underlying collaboration pattern and activity
Determining location and cause for potential artifact inconsistencies
Determining expected next steps and responsible engineers
Supporting the engineer through recommendations (messages,
annotations, rankings) and autonomic actions (task assignment,
communication channel configuration)

: oral/unstructured communication, nonintegrated/third-party tools, developer uptake (coverage)
: short-term side-tracking (e.g., assisting, informing,
re-prioritizing tasks) breaks temporal dependencies

Delayed Uncertainty Resolving
Continuous Pattern Refinement
Probabilistic Pattern Instantiation

Instrumented Tools
Knowledge base: Low-level Actions

A set of tools providing recommendations and (semi-)automatic
adaptation for supporting software engineers in understanding who,
when, why, and what collaboration is required to avoid and/or correct
artifact inconsistencies.
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Requirement changes demand a functionality
adjustment. Following questions arise:
When should the requirements engineer contact the
architect?
What architecture elements, source code files, and
tests are affected?
What dependencies between those artifacts exist that
need to be consistent and who needs to know about
them?
Which developers possess the required code familiarity
and skills to implement the changes?

Information on how or why artifacts came
about, who created them, using what input
rarely available
Dependencies among design and code
artifacts remain implicit
Impossible to adequately understand how
changes affect development artifacts
Root cause for incorrect/incomplete change
propagation, resulting in costly errors

Knowledge base: High-level Patterns

Software Engineering activities need to be
loosely coupled to allow for flexible
adaptation in case of changing
requirements, unforeseen complexity, or
progress delays
Involved artifacts (e.g., requirements,
architecture, code, test cases) are created
and manipulated by separate engineers
often using different tools
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